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This Thesis focuses on identifying product defects in an industrial product consisting of thou-
sands of individual components. An industrial product with a lifetime of several decades may 
involve intense maintenance operations and, as a result, there are multiple warranty and 
post-warranty periods scattered along the product lifetime. Hence, design errors require to 
be screened from many sources of data in order to be able to systematically act on issues 
causing impacts to the end user. To be able to act systematically, two types of sources are 
required to build an improvement business case, first, the quantitative sources to know which 
cases require attention and, second, the qualitative sources to know how the issue could be 
fixed. Currently, the case company is lacking the quantitative sources which cause incom-
plete business cases and possibly some issues being missed. 
 
The objective of this Thesis is to propose improvements for the current screening processes 
when identifying product defects. The proposal is to include the sources with valuable infor-
mation of performance failures when components do not meet customer expectations, re-
gardless of the warranty status of a product or a component. The study is conducted as a 
case study and start by analysing the case company current processes related to non-con-
formity screening. When issues with the current processes are identified, findings from best 
practice of reliability follow-up are combined with stakeholder ideas to create proposals for 
improvements. 
 
The output of this Thesis is the proposal to improve the coverage of quantitative statistical 
data for identifying product defects collected from non-conformity cases.  
 
The case company can benefit of the Thesis by aligning quantitative data sources to better 
match the already established qualitative sources of data in order to create solid business 
cases for the product improvement process. In addition, new data sources may be able to 
raise awareness of issues which may have previously remained undetected. 
 
 
Keywords Product improvement, identifying product defects, product re-
liability, non-conformity data sources, warranty data, post-war-
ranty data, quality management. 
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1 Introduction 
In a modern company it is typical to emphasise response times and efficiency of cus-
tomer support in case customer faces challenges with a product. The data gathered 
through communication with internal or external customers lead to massive amount of 
data based on individual cases. If a product or a part of a product has repetitive chal-
lenges to fulfil customer expectations, more demanding actions such as re-designing of 
a weak spot might be required. A business case of a specific phenomenon is a way to 
justify and prioritize the efforts needed to re-design, test and validate the improved func-
tion. And a business case needs facts, not opinions. 
 
To get the needed facts of non-conformity cases requires a systematic follow-up from 
the supplier, but the relevant data may be fragmented between multiple organizations 
with different responsibilities, if the data is even correctly collected. The person answer-
ing on the customer service phone or e-mail, or the one registering a claim, is rarely 
responsible for the function of the part in question. Hence the critical data needs to reach 
the key players who decide at which point actions require to be taken in order to prevent 
the same non-conformity from taking place in the future. Although IT systems and data-
bases constantly develop further, they do not help unless an idea how to utilize them is 
considered. 
 
An example case could be found from automobile industry. A new car comes with a 
warranty, but it does not cover the most typical non-conformity parts, for example, spare 
parts defined as “consumables”. These parts tend to have a separate shorter warranty 
after every replacement. The challenge is to collect data at the component level if some-
thing fails prematurely during the spare part warranty periods when parts have been 
installed by, for example, a network company. Or if something fails in post-warranty be-
fore a specified replacement interval. Timing belt failure on a car engine, an aircraft en-
gine failure, or a ship engine failure due to one specific component in post warranty but 
before scheduled replacement are highly inconvenient, and often expensive. 
 
Non-conformity cases are something suppliers want to avoid, but simultaneously mainte-
nance intervals are pushed as far as possible to be able to provide an offer with the 
lowest lifecycle cost. Major incidents may understandably be noticed by the supplier even 
if taking place during post-warranty, but most likely there is a high number of smaller and 
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less critical issues of non-conformity resulting in more or less inconvenient situations 
impacting on customer satisfaction. 
 
This Thesis focuses on utilizing the data sources to systematically screen product non-
conformity in order to be able to prevent similar issues in the future. 
 
 
1.1 Case Company Background  
 
The case company of this Thesis is a global leader in complete lifecycle power solutions 
for the marine and energy markets. The main products consist of large combustion en-
gines operating on a variation of fuels. The company has operations in over 200 coun-
tries and has close to 19,000 employees worldwide. The total net sales of the company 
is approximately five billion euros. The company is thriving on the brand created over the 
past 150 years as a responsible business associate, and willing to use its expertise to 
solve customer’s issues. While products have become more diverse, flexible and com-
plex over the last few decades, competitive Operation and Maintenance (O&M) com-
bined with reliability over a long product lifetime have remained the key factors that cus-
tomers are looking for. These values raise the significance of properly planned mainte-
nance intervals and capability of components to be able to meet the defined maintenance 
intervals. 
 
 
1.2 Key Concepts 
 
Research and development of a new product rarely end up in an absolute reliability of 
the new product. It happens due to numerous limitations including a practical long term 
testing in different usage and boundary conditions, and simply due to costs of testing 
multiple scenarios. This is a commercial risk companies take to release new products 
when they still are new to the market. To release a product with tempting O&M costs, 
the maintenance intervals of the engines are often prolonged from the previous product. 
In case intervals are pushed too far for this design to sustain, customer expectations 
formed by the total cost of ownership calculation, i.e. Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA), 
and reality do not meet. As a result, product improvement analyses what needs to be 
done to fix the gap. 
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To be able to fulfil its task, product improvement requires an efficient follow-up from the 
field. Individual or random cases are one thing, but the key to making a difference is the 
early actions to prevent epidemics, i.e. systematic non-conformity of the component fail-
ing prematurely. For this end, the organizations responsible for product improvement 
needs to connect quantitative statistics of the case and qualitative reasons, or symptoms, 
of a reliability issue to be able to act. 
 
Tracing of these non-conformity patterns of components requires accurate statistical 
quantitative data. But it might prove challenging to collect these data due to a company 
size and organizational layout. Fragmented product portfolios, separated organizations, 
an increasing number of databases and “silo effects” are just a few examples adding to 
the challenges of collecting usable statistics in order to actually understand the complete 
magnitude of the issue in question. 
 
 
1.3 Business Challenge   
 
To guarantee proper function of the products the case company has a process to im-
prove existing products and parts of the product, called Product Improvement Process 
(PIP). Over the years the author of this Thesis has witnessed several times a component 
being taken to PIP, but then it is found that design belongs to a supplier and issue gets 
complicated. When the supplier is contacted, the first question is “Why we have not re-
ceived claims?” followed by “Do you have statistics of the failures?”. The first question is 
about vendor claiming and relevant, but not the one considering PIP. The second ques-
tion then again related to the PIP, as only solid business cases should be in the PIP. For 
some reasons statistics formed by quantitative screening of a component often are highly 
positive, compared to expectations formed by qualitative sources such as troubleshoot-
ing communication tools. It is maybe natural that massive negative feedback through 
qualitative sources lead to an issue being taken directly to PIP, but when supplier is 
involved the case changes. By default, suppliers are not willing to invest on re-design 
efforts, in case statistics do not support the task. 
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1.4 Objective and Scope    
 
The experience gathered with PIP indicate a mismatch between quantitative and quali-
tative sources causing inefficiency in the process. Something needs to be done to be 
able to act on the repeating failures, even if the design is owned by a supplier. Thus, the 
objective of this thesis is to propose improvements to gather statistical data feedback of 
non-conformity regardless of warranty status of a product or a component. 
 
The scope of this Thesis is to understand different organizations responsible for the cus-
tomer support in case of issues at different points of life cycle, and challenges involved 
in them from the perspective of the Thesis. This is approached from product improve-
ment point of view, excluding product development and operations development from 
the scope. In addition, this thesis is limited to internal processes while admitting possible 
impacts on for example suppliers. 
 
The outcome of this Thesis is final validated proposal for improvements to increase cov-
erage of quantitative statistical data collected from non-conformity incidents. 
 
The Thesis is divided into 7 sections. Section 2 elaborates on methods to reach the 
mentioned outcome by presenting research approach and design, data collection for the 
use of the thesis through various methods, as well as validity and reliability plan of this 
thesis. Section 3 forms Current State Analysis (CSA) of the case company on a top-
down approach, starting from product improvement and ending up in the comparison of 
currently used data sources to the ones potentially viable additional statistical sources 
related to non-conformity feedback. The CSA end result is a summary of strengths and 
weaknesses, while focusing on what requires to be improved. Section 4 approaches the 
best practice of why reliability is significant, how reliability issues such as non-conformity 
could be followed, and which organization should govern the follow-up of reliability is-
sues. The section ends in Conceptual Framework (CF), on which the main components 
of relevant best practices are presented. In the Section 5 the CF is merged to CSA results 
to start drafting the proposals with alternative options. The section continues on refining 
the draft proposals into proposals with support of key stakeholders. Section 6 is the val-
idation of the proposal, where recommendations are gathered, final proposal is formed, 
and eventually validated. Section 7 includes discussion and conclusions of the thesis 
together with the evaluation of the Thesis itself.  
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2 Method and Material 
This section discusses the research processes and data collection for this study. Addi-
tionally it provides a plan to avoid biases or other factors impacting on this study in the 
form of validity and reliability plan. 
 
2.1 Research Approach  
 
To select a proper research approach for this study the target and boundary conditions 
require being considered. The main question is how to statistically identify product de-
fects to ensure the reliability of products through corrective actions, and why is it signifi-
cant to have this availability of statistical data.  
 
Theories presented by Yin (2009) define Case Study (CS) research as the preferred 
method in situations when the main research questions are “how” and “why”, matching 
well with the study. Action Research (AR) on the other hand would suit the case as well, 
as according to Coughlan et al. (2002: 223) AR is well suited for organizational issues 
which are expected in a study of statistical data collection from multiple sources in a large 
corporation. However, when AR focuses on research in action, CS focuses on research 
about action, and in a case with limited opportunities to perform trial-and-error tests, the 
CS approach is preferred. If circumstances would support testing of the outcomes, then 
alternative methods would become tempting. 
 
Figure 1. Case study research based on model by Yin (2009). 
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This study follows a rigorous methodological path of CS guideline defined by Yin (2009), 
as shown in Figure 1, and started in this study by planning what is be studied, and what 
research method is appropriate for the cause. The step number two is design of the study 
to be able to reach the goal, and is presented in the following section 2.2 Research 
Design, which provides a more detailed explanation for the remaining steps of the study. 
The step number three is preparation, i.e. what is needed to get the required information, 
and is provided in Section 2.3 Data Collection and Analysis including iteration in a form 
of multiple data collection rounds. Together with the data collection rounds the steps 
from four to six are repeated in this study and form Sections 3, 5 and 6 to eventually 
have a final outcome. 
 
2.2 Research Design  
 
The design of this study is formed into separate steps, as presented in Figure 2. The 
figure provides each step with the goal, data source, and expected outcome. 
 
 
Figure 2. Research design of this Thesis. 
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As seen from Figure 2, the research process starts in Section 3 by clarifying how the 
case company is currently operating related to the non-conformity screening, which 
forms the Current State Analysis (CSA). This includes Data 1 collection and ends up in 
understanding of strengths and weaknesses of the current processes. At the end of CSA, 
impacts of the most serious weaknesses are discussed to know what needs to be im-
proved. In the next step, best practice regarding the focused weaknesses is searched 
from the relevant existing knowledge to provide ideas for the Building of Initial Proposal. 
To build the initial proposal, Data 2 is gathered and key persons are involved to draft and 
refine the actual proposals.  At the last stage, the proposal is provided to the manage-
ment for approval, in a form of a Data 3 collection round, to discuss and validate the 
proposal. The validated final proposal is a result of the Thesis project, but to reach this 
point a lot of data needs to be collected and analysed. 
 
2.3 Data Collection and Analysis 
 
Data collection for this study is created based on such qualitative data collection methods 
as interviews, documentation and observations, stated to be typical for the case study 
by Dubé and Paré (2003). In practice these mean three main sources of data collection: 
(a) the company internal documents or intranet definitions to understand processes and 
guidelines for way of working; (b) interviews and a workshop with the key stakeholders 
to verify internal document validity and to gather non-documented information or ideas 
to utilize; and (c) tools to access the company ERP-system data to both confirm gathered 
information and evaluate data availability. All these data make the primary data collected 
by the researcher. Some exceptions take place in a form of data extracted by others and 
provided in a form of, for example, Excel documents, but secondary data with possible 
reliability issues are kept to a minimum. 
 
The study includes total of three data collection rounds, described in more detail below. 
 
Data 1 defines the starting point of the study and forms the Current State Analysis (CSA). 
In this first round of data collection, all three data sources are used as shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Data 1 collection for CSA. 
 
As seen in Table 1, the case company CSA starts by approaching the company docu-
mentation to gather qualitative information regarding internal processes, definitions and 
responsibilities. The interviews are conducted in parallel to confirm instructions, the way 
of working, and to find correct key individuals to contact for further details. Just as the 
documentation, the interviews may be divided into specific organization functions such 
as spare part logistics (Global Logistics Services), product warranty department (Cus-
tomer Assistance) and quality department (Quality Management), while Pricing and Busi-
ness Control provide additional data. 
 
D
O
C
U
M
E
N
T
S
 
Description Page/total pages Doc. Number 
1. Product Improvement Process definition - Intranet info 
2. Non-conformity directive 8 / 40 DBAB622574 
3. Issue Identification general presentation 2-3 / 6 DBAD875292 
4. Issue Identification intro to service units 7-8 / 14 DBAD474621 
5. Project and product warranty definitions - Intranet info 
6. Bright Sky training presentation 67-78 / 99 DBAC015023 
7. Customer Assistance Procedures 17 / 25 DBAA118674 
8. QlikView definition - Intranet info 
9. Spare part claim definition - Intranet info 
10. Product manuals - Confidential 
11.  Business & Support Function News  - Intranet info  
12.  OS - Operational Procedures 4 / 7 DBAD703615 
13. Presentation of spare part discounts 3 / 5 No document number 
IN
T
E
R
V
IE
W
S
 
Position Date + Duration Documentation 
1. Global Logistics Services, GM 4.2.2016, 20min Skype interview, audio & 
video recorded. 
2. Customer Assistance, Non-conformity 
data analysis & reporting expert 
10.2.2016, 30 min Skype interview, audio & 
video recorded. 
3. Global Logistics Services, Claim man-
ager 
10.2.2016, 1h10min Skype interview, audio & 
video recorded. 
4. Customer Assistance, Non-conformity 
data analysis & reporting expert 
11.2.2016, 20 min Skype interview, audio & 
video recorded. 
5. Quality Management, GM 18.2.2016, 30 min Skype interview, audio & 
video recorded. 
6. Business Control, GM 31.3.2016, 25 min Skype interview, audio & 
video recorded. 
7. Product Management, Business Con-
troller 
31.3.2016, 27 min Skype interview, audio & 
video recorded. 
8. Pricing Manager 31.3.2016, 34 min Skype interview, audio & 
video recorded. 
T
O
O
L
S
 
Tool Description 
1. SAP Logon 730 The case company ERP system access portal, 
utilized to confirm data throughout the process. 
2. QlikView with Issue Identification tool  A tool combining quantitative data in SAP to mul-
tiple qualitative data sources. Used to trace relia-
bility issues in field. 
3. QlikView with Non-conformity Analysis 
tool 
A tool used to trace non-conformity costs and 
FOC deliveries based on SAP data. 
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In addition, the interviews could be divided into management level on interviews 1, 5, 6 
(up to GM level) focusing on question “Who can provide detailed information about this 
case in your organization?”, in case the company documentation is found lacking a solid 
touchpoint able to answer the questions raised during the process. The remaining inter-
views 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 are conducted with experts of specific details vital for this Thesis 
and focus on questions “How do we currently operate, why, and what is the end result of 
this?” Videos of interviews and workshops performed over Skype are confidential mate-
rial including the transcripts of the interviews. To secure validity of this study a screenshot 
of the recordings gathered is found as Appendix 1 with data collection rounds separated. 
 
In addition, few tools are utilized to confirm both qualitative and quantitative data gath-
ered in the ERP system to check what data actually exists. Unfortunately, the extracted 
data is classified and only relevant key points, and some pictures are shown in this the-
sis. 
 
Due to the amount of data collected for CSA, the data is not analysed in a separate 
section within CSA, but instead the data sources are presented when utilized in the pro-
cess.  
 
Data 2 collection follows the logical path from the point where the company documenta-
tion ends, and some new needs appear to be considered. Data 2 consists of interviews, 
a workshop and s document received as a result of the interviews. 
 
Table 2. Data 2 collection for building of proposal. 
IN
T
E
R
V
IE
W
S
 
Position Date + Duration Documentation 
1. Management System, Manager 5.4.2016, 50min Skype interview, audio & 
video recorded. 
2. Parts Coordination Management, 
Manager 
6.4.2016, 26 min Skype interview, audio & 
video recorded. 
3. Global Logistics Services, Claim 
Process Development Manager 
11.4.2016, 22 min Skype interview, audio & 
video recorded. 
4. Quality Management, Senior Man-
ager 
21.4.2016, 50 min Skype interview, audio & 
video recorded. 
W
O
R
K
S
H
O
P
S
 
Participants Date + Duration Documentation 
1. Product Sales Area Manager + 
Product Sales Senior Sales Engineer 
18.4.2016, 40 min Skype workshop, audio 
& video recorded. 
D
O
C
U
-
M
E
N
T
S
 Description Page/total pages Doc. Number 
1. Excel document containing all 
spare part claims from year 2015. Ex-
tracted from SAP. 
Excel document Extracted data, no num-
ber 
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As with Data 1, the interviews arranged for Data 2 focus directly on key individuals rele-
vant for building the initial proposal, i.e. experts from specific organizations are inter-
viewed with a the main questions being derived from Sections 3 and 4 as “Is the existing 
data reliable?”, “How could we make it reliable?” and eventually “How could we imple-
ment this source of data in the existing data collection tools?”. Interview number 2 is 
linked to workshop 1 within Sales organization to build a proposal for Sales department, 
while interviews 1 and 3, and document 1 focus on separate proposal for Global Logistics 
Services. Interview 4 conducted with Quality Management aims to confirm the proposal 
ideas from the organization responsible for quality issues, and to answer any funding 
needs required for implementation of the proposals. 
 
The last data collection is round 3, presented in Table 3. This includes feedback session 
for the initial proposal with the management in a form of workshops. 
 
Table 3. Data 3 collection for validation of proposal. 
W
O
R
K
S
H
O
P
S
 
Participants Date + Duration Documentation 
1. Global Logistics Services Claim Manager 
+ Customer Assistance Non-conformity 
data analysis & reporting expert 
 
15.4.2016, 60 min Skype workshop, 
audio & video rec-
orded. 
2. Sales GM + Parts coordination man. + 
Product Sales Man. + Quality Senior Man. 
 
2.5.2016, 30 min Field notes. 
T
O
O
L
S
 Tool Description 
1. QlikView with Non-conformity Analysis 
tool 
 
A tool used to trace non-conformity costs 
based on SAP data. 
 
The final data collection aims to validate the proposals as an end result of the process. 
Due to two separate proposals, there were two workshops conducted; one aiming to test 
the proposal in a workshop with key individuals from Global Logistics Services and Cus-
tomer Assistance, and the other aiming to validate the proposal for Sales department 
together with Sales and Quality department managers. The tools utilized in the process 
are part of comparison between the existing data sources and the proposed new 
sources, with the aim to evaluate the results. 
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2.4 Validity and Reliability Plan  
 
To secure quality in academic research, validity and reliability of this study require atten-
tion and a plan. 
 
Validity according to Quinton and Smallbone (2006) refers to internal validity and exter-
nal validity. Internal validity measures the outcome of the research, i.e. is the original 
question in line with the findings, while external validity assesses the capability of the 
results being applied to other contexts or situations, and to what extent could they be for 
example scaled up. 
 
To ensure internal validity, this study aims to stay on the set objective until an outcome 
has been reached. To reach this, the study follow the predetermined steps of the Re-
search Design, aided by the “Gate model” utilized in Metropolia University of Applied 
Sciences which includes mandatory presentation of each step visible in the Research 
Design before moving to the next one. In addition, Yin (2009) proposes three methods 
to increase internal validity; using multiple sources of evidence, creating chains of evi-
dence, and let interviewees review the draft of the research. The study includes triangu-
lation of data to guarantee data validity (and to avoid misinterpretation), and in many 
cases interviewees are requested to practically show the tools or cases they are referring 
to while video is recorded. Additionally a chain of evidence is used and elucidated. This 
serves double purpose as not all interviewees are well aware of the product improvement 
process and presenting case visually helps to understand the circumstance. 
 
To ensure external validity is more challenging in a study with qualitative approach to 
collect quantitative data, but according to Quinton and Smallbone (2006) some writers 
do not consider external validity relevant. However, the study aims to follow a logic that 
may be implemented into cases with similarity to some extent. 
 
Reliability of a study is determined by repeatability checking if the same outcome were 
reached it the study was conducted at another time, by another person, or by another 
method (Quinton and Smallbone 2006). In the context of this study, since the business 
world is constantly changing into one direction or another, practical outcomes may differ. 
Practical solution to ensure reliability in this study is to use multiple sources of data and 
cross-check the information gathered. Confidential data sources present a challenge for 
reliability in this study that could not be overruled. Therefore, to improve reliability this 
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thesis aims to use only documents with document numbers provided by the case com-
pany document server when document is uploaded. Exceptions to this are simpler defi-
nitions extracted from the company intranet as there is no document number.  
 
Finally, this Thesis aims to avoid any biased views or opinions, but it requires to be noted 
that the author of the thesis has been employed by the case company for more than a 
decade and has been responsible of securing functioning of certain component types for 
about a decade. 
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3 Current State Analysis of Identifying Reliability Issues  
 
This section covers the current state analysis of the case company. The target is to pro-
vide full scope of how component non-conformity is statistically followed in the company 
during the lifecycle of a product. This is performed to be able to evaluate which channels 
of statistical data sources are working properly and which possibly need further attention. 
 
3.1 Overview of CSA 
 
Due to the amount of information the findings of Data collection 1 is not presented in a 
separate section. Instead the process within the company is approached top-down and 
data sources are informed during the process where input has been utilized. The CSA 
starts by defining the actions aimed to be performed related to field reliability issues, and 
continues to focus on identifying of these issues. Once the current identifying is clarified, 
the section continues to clarify sufficiency of this action by comparing timelines of the 
identifying coverage to locate possible weaknesses. 
 
In this section significance of the interviews increase while narrowing down on why 
something is not part of the identification process, and for the sake of clarity this Thesis 
is rapidly focusing to the quantitative data sources. 
 
3.2 Acting on Identified Non-conformity Issues 
 
The target of this Thesis is to eventually improve statistical data supply by proposals for 
the benefit of the Product Improvement Process (PIP). The best way to approach is to 
find out what the PIP and PIP cases stand for, and the definition is found in the company 
intranet PIP pages. 
A PIP case always derive from a (realized or likely) product non-conformity 
occurring on the field (during pre-warranty, warranty or post-warranty). 
Basic criteria that leads to a PIP case is that problem contains fundamental 
impact on overall product reliability, where the root cause and solution is 
often unknown, and field modification is needed. (Data 1, Document 1) 
 
As stated in the definition, non-conformities are not bound to a specific warranty status. 
The term non-conformity is maybe common, but an accurate definition is found in the 
case company non-conformity directive document. 
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A non-conformity is a deviation from a requirement in e.g. a contract, spec-
ification, standard or process, or from an expectation. A non-conformity oc-
curs when supplier fails to meet the defined scope, agreed performance 
targets, commitments or the expectations of the customer or other inter-
ested parties. (Data 1, Document 2) 
 
From these statements it may be understood that non-conformities are followed by one 
way or another in direct warranty cases, but additionally in case the customer expecta-
tions are not met. In case a “fundamental impact on overall product reliability” is found a 
PIP case initiation is the end result. The company intranet PIP pages provide further 
definition on case evaluation. 
For each PIP case, agreed facts (technical / technological, financial etc.) 
need to be collected systematically to assess the possible risk level for the 
company. All this is summarized as a well analysed "business case" based 
on which company Management can decide whether it is feasible to assign 
further actions for solving the problem towards the Customer. (Data 1, Doc-
ument 1) 
 
These statements outline the purpose of the PIP together with the rough idea of the 
process flow, but the information of “agreed facts” needed to be collected systematically 
is especially significant for this study. Systematic collection of for example financial data 
typically would mean analysed statistical data of warranty costs. The PIP itself or the 
outcomes are not the target of this study, but the step to decide which issues are taken 
into PIP, called Issue Identification stage, is relevant and visible in Figure 3. 
 
Figure 3. Simplified process flow based on Issue Identification General Presentation 
(Data 1, Document 3).   
 
The main purpose of Issue Identification is to link reported non-conformities and PIP, i.e. 
perform problem screening from the field. 
Issue identification is a systematic process to explore new issues based on 
data screening and information screening/sharing. (Data 1, Document 3) 
Reported non-
conformity
Issue identification
Product Improvement 
Process
Validation of 
improvement
Deployment of 
improvement
 
 
OUT OF  
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When Issue Identification itself is divided into steps, the end result is three main actions, 
shown in Figure 4. 
 
 
Figure 4. Issue Identification steps based on Issue Identification intro to service units 
(Data 1, Document 4). 
 
To perform the screening step there is a tool called Issue Identification tool released in 
2016 to collect best possible data of a specific material number through various sources. 
The creator of the tool was interviewed to understand the background as well as utilized 
data sources.  
There has been an Issue Resolution project launched by Quality Depart-
ment with a sub-project called Issue Identification. The purpose of this sub-
project has been to find issues faster and provide information of issues to 
Technical Service. (Data 1, Interview 4) 
 
As mentioned, the sources may be divided into quantitative sources, which indicate the 
magnitude of the issue, and qualitative sources which aim to help to understand the 
reason behind reported non-conformities. This is illustrated in Figure 5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Screening
Analyzing
Issue List
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Figure 5. Simplified Issue Identification tool function. (Data 1, Document 4) 
 
The sources behind issue background are separated for a reason: the qualitative sources 
are not built to provide the number of non-performing components. In addition, commu-
nication towards customers is not performed with real material numbers, but instead by 
general spare part numbers indicating a specific part of a product. In Issue Identification 
tool this spare part number is back-traced through SAP to give a “sophisticated guess” 
which material could be in question. (Data 1, Interview 4) 
 
The sources able to indicate magnitude of an issue are divided into two. Operation and 
Maintenance data is collected from the customers with a maintenance agreement, but 
implementing this data into the tool has not been performed yet (Data 1, Interview 4). If 
found functional, it might provide high amount of data related to products or components 
being replaced or maintained, but only from customers with maintenance agreement. As 
this source of data is already under work, this study does not focus on it any further. The 
second source, Claims / SAP Notifications refers to warranty claim data collected into 
SAP, and continues in the next section. 
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3.3 Identifying Non-conformity Issues during Warranty Period 
 
A field reliability issue should be noticeable one way or another, and as found in the 
previous section the case company is following claims / SAP notifications to make action 
evaluation based on numbers. Claims meant in the Issue Identification consist of two 
types, as explained by the tool creator. 
At the moment we use only commissioning (claim) data and warranty 
(claim) data. (Data 1, Interview 4) 
 
Commissioning data and warranty data refer to two different warranty types. Commis-
sioning data is officially Customer Delivery Project Non-conformity, which covers the 
customer delivery project non-conformity detected mainly during the installation and 
commissioning phase (Data 1, Document 5). This could be considered pre-warranty pe-
riod as product is not yet in use. Warranty data then again refers to Warranty Non-con-
formity claims created by a customer related to a specific delivery project occurred during 
the warranty period (Data 1, Document 5), i.e. when product has been taken into use. A 
timeline of the two claim types is visible in Figure 6. 
 
 
Figure 6. Simplified view of warranty periods over time. (Data 1, Document 6) 
 
The main source of information is Warranty Non-conformity period, as product is in use 
and may face non-conformity issues. Period covering warranty claims includes three 
sub-types. By default a product has Contractual Warranty period of 12 months from 
handover and/or 18 months from product delivery, whichever occurs first. In addition, if 
there are any repeating issues with a specific component, then an additional Contractual 
Warranty may be provided for unspecified period of time. The third alternative is Addi-
tional Warranty as especially agreed extension of warranty to cover specific parts of the 
delivery. (Data 1, Document 7) 
 
What this practically means is that by default warranty claims are only gathered during 
the first year of product use, but it may be extended in a form of continuing limited war-
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ranties to undefined period of time until specific issues have been fixed. What is signifi-
cant is the arrow on Figure 6 extending further after warranty has ended, and this is a 
post-warranty period called Lifecycle Services (LCS). Product warranty claims with a de-
fault of one year coverage falls short of the product lifetime of several decades. The study 
continues to trace background of LCS not being implemented in the tool. Summary of 
the current findings are presented in Table 4. 
 
Table 4. Summary of the current findings. 
Statistical data source listed for Issue 
Identification tool 
What  actually 
 is utilized 
Claims / SAP notifications 
data 
Only Project and Product warranty claims, i.e. 
by default one year of product use covered. 
Operation and Maintenance 
data 
  Not implemented yet. Limited to customers 
with O&M agreement. 
 
The Issue Identification tool creator was interviewed further, and the tool was found to 
run in a program called QlikView and extracts data from company main ERP system 
SAP. What the program does, is gather 4 years of data based on cost (or quantity) of a 
specific material being sent to a specific product type Free of Charge (FOC). This data 
is compared to the total FOC deliveries for that product type. All this is shown in a graph-
ical form at monthly basis and a trend is calculated based on values over time. (Data 1, 
Interview 4) 
 
To simplify: The tool indicates how big part is specific material from all materials sent to 
specific product type at monthly basis. 
 
The program QlikView is stated in the company intranet as “Dashboard style interface 
lets business units, functions and organizations analyze all their data quickly and effi-
ciently. This tool can be used for deeper analysis, reporting, forecasting for any type of 
information (Sales, Orders, Inventory, Production, Account Receivables, Account Paya-
bles, Estimates, Trends etc.).” (Data 1, Document 8). 
 
Access to QlikView with Issue Identification tool add-on was applied, and function of 
Issue Identification tool related to statistical part of the tool was cross checked with the 
findings by using a relatively new material number with known defect performance. 
How Issue Identification presents the historical trends is shown in Figure 7 below. 
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Figure 7. Issue Identification tool example of one material number. (Data 1, Tool 1) 
 
The function or analysis part of the Issue Identification is not part of this thesis, but the 
relevance of FOC costs / number of sent parts to the function of the tool is important. 
 
Access to another QlikView add-on called Non-conformity analyzer was also provided, 
enabling access to SAP claim data. FOC data extraction for the two utilized data sources 
(Project and Product warranty claim data) were checked, shown in Table 5. 
 
Table 5. Example cases of tracing material number warranty non-conformity statistics 
from QlikView using Non-conformity analyzer. (Data 1, Tool 2) 
Source type Example of FOC data from QlikView Data included 
WG -  
Project non-
conformities 
 
Material number, de-
scription, notification 
Qty and material Qty 
visible (+ additional 
confidential data). 
ZW - 
Warranty 
claim 
 Material number, de-
scription, notification 
Qty and material Qty 
visible (+ additional 
confidential data). 
 
In the two examples FOC data is connected to the claims, resulting in a good amount of 
data being recorded and available for Issue Identification tool to extract. 
 
When FOC costs are considered it is easier to approach the missing post-warranty data, 
i.e. the LCS period. The LCS period following the warranty period is heavily fragmented 
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into maintenance operations of different magnitude due to the nature of the products. 
Just as a car, a product has maintenance intervals where specific components are being 
replaced or checked. And just as with cars, these intervals are based on educated esti-
mations as long as accurate data is not available. The concept of maintenance intervals 
requiring a consumable component replacement is projected on Figure 8 below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Lifecycle Services timeline example projected on solution timeline example. 
 
Not all components have scheduled replacement intervals as replacement need may be 
based on wear limits, or for example performance measurement. Yet the significance of 
high number of critical parts to be replaced at a given interval has a role on both product 
reliability and the case company revenue. The LCS is further approached in the next 
section. 
 
3.4 Identifying Field Reliability Issues during Life Cycle Services (LCS) Period 
 
As presented in the example Figure 8, the LCS period is divided into Spare part Warranty 
and Spare part post-warranty until the part is replaced once again and the cycle restarts. 
This repeats as long as OEM components are used for maintenance and maintenance 
schedule is followed. 
LIFECYCLE SERVICES TIMELINE EXAMPLE 
SOLUTION TIMELINE EXAMPLE 
Spare part warranty Spare part post-warranty 
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First of all, the coverage of spare part warranty has been defined as 6 months of use or 
12 months from delivery, whichever comes first (Data 1, Interview 3. Confirmed from 
Data 1, Document 9). This period of six months may collect maximum of 4 380 hours of 
operation. 
 
A period of spare part operating in post-warranty is defined by replacement intervals 
which deviate significantly between products and usage intensity, as well as some other 
boundary conditions. The best source of information is product manuals, but to put all 
this data together would require another thesis. For the sake of simplicity, major mainte-
nance intervals, including significant part replacements, of three products in production 
are shown in Table 6, based on manuals of each product. 
 
Table 6. Major maintenance intervals of three products. (Data 1, Document 10) 
 Product 1 (Small) Product 2 (Medium) Product 3 (Large) 
Major maintenance 
interval 
8 000 – 20 000   
hours of use 
12 000 – 24 000 
hours of use 
12 000 – 24 000 
hours of use 
 
An average value when three products are combined is 17 000 hours between major 
maintenance operations. This is a heavy generalization and could not be taken as accu-
rate figure, but it provides the idea of spare part warranty rarely covering the whole usage 
period. The end result is expected proper function under post-warranty period. 
 
To approach these two periods as a source of statistical data both require separate sub-
sections. 
 
3.4.1 Spare Part Claims as a Source of Data 
 
As data from spare part claims were found not to be utilized in the Issue Identification 
tool, the data requires to be studied. The definition of spare part claim is found on com-
pany intranet. 
A spare part claim (XS) is a claim made by a Customer related to a specific 
spare part order occurred during the applicable warranty period in accord-
ance with the applicable contractual terms. (Data 1, Document 9) 
 
The problem of spare part claims collected during the warranty period is originating from 
separating cause codes behind a claim. 
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Two of the biggest reason codes are “wrong part” or “wrong quantity 
picked” causing a quarter of all claims, which is an indication that there is 
room for improvement in our way of working. (Data 1, Document 11) 
 
This finding also came up in Data 1 interviews 1, 3 and 5. Practically what separates 
warranty period of a new product and spare part warranty is, that with a new product it 
is easy to know what to deliver as bill of material of the product is accurate. In compari-
son, a spare part being delivered to a 20 year old product might not be the correct one 
due to many reasons. One might be products of a previous competitor entering the LCS 
period directly through acquisition, and in such cases suppliers tend to change, and there 
is a high risk of SAP master data not being correct. This is irrelevant for the Thesis, but 
provide understanding of the possible cases. 
 
According to interviews, the cause code separation improved in late 2014 (Data 1, Inter-
view3), but this actually is not the only issue. In addition, FOC is not always used as the 
way it is used with other warranty types. The organization responsible of spare part claim 
settling has various ways of working on claims. Instead of shipping a new component 
FOC to customer, the customer may be requested to purchase a new part, and the price 
of a failed component is reimbursed by a credit note (Data 1, Interview 3, confirmed from 
Data 1, Document 12). This allows confirming that the part has been received back and 
possibly placed back on stock if unused (wrong delivery etc.). 
 
The two ways of working complicates data gathering. In addition, “XS notification and 
FOC are not linked in the SAP, hence it could not be confirmed that FOC is related to 
certain XS notification.” (Data 1, Interview 3) 
 
To confirm the finding, FOC delivery data was checked from Non-conformity analyser 
the same way performed earlier to Warranty claims and Project claims, shown in Table 
7. 
 
Table 7. Example cases of tracing material number spare part claim statistics from Qlik-
View using Non-conformity analyzer. (Data 1, Tool 2) 
Source 
type 
Example of FOC data 
from QlikView 
Conclusion 
XS -  
Spare part 
claim  
Only notification Qty. as usable 
data due to missing link between 
XS notification and FOC data. 
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As visible in the Table 7, there is no FOC data behind spare part claims. Thus FOC data 
is unavailable for Issue Identification tool. 
 
Spare part warranty was found to cover limited period of time, but before spare part is 
scheduled to replacement there might be post-warranty period as well. 
 
3.4.2 Spare Part Post-warranty as a Source of Data 
 
The question of how to follow post-warranty performance overall is challenging. Typically 
when replacement intervals in the manual are too long, a compensation is requested. 
According to Quality Management (Data 1, Interview 5) and Issue Identification tool cre-
ator (Data 1, Interview 2 and 4) discounts given in such cases have not been considered 
as any source of performance statistics. 
 
A company internal presentation (Data 1, Document 13) on discount percentage and 
impact from 2013 to 2015 was received for the study, and it indicates discounts in-
creasing over time making the topic even more relevant. The organization behind the 
presentation was approached to gather knowledge behind the data used, and espe-
cially if it can go from the general level of the presentation to indicate specific types of 
discounts at component level. 
Order consists rarely of one material number, but instead it is a bigger 
package of items. Discounts are not separated for each material, but for 
the complete order. (Data 1, Interview 6) 
 
Discount is not marked at material number level, and there are many ma-
terial numbers at one order and one discount percentage is marked for all. 
(Data 1, Interview 7) 
 
It is apparent that one order consists of one discount, and thus it is impossible to trace 
deviations at component levels from the existing discount data. 
 
An alternative was proposed to get component specific data by comparing actual mate-
rial sales price versus list price in SAP (Data 1, Interview 7). A test with 13 material 
numbers was performed based on SAP data, with discount data visible in Table 8. 
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Table 8. Actual received price vs. list price 
Mat. No. Mat. 
1 
Mat. 
2 
Mat. 
3 
Mat. 
4 
Mat. 
5 
Mat. 
6 
Mat. 
7 
Mat. 
8 
Mat. 
9 
Mat. 
10 
Mat. 
11 
Mat. 
12 
Mat. 
13 
Discount 
2014 
 
0% 
+ 
3% 
 
0% 
+ 
3% 
- 
5% 
- 
1% 
- 
6% 
- 
8% 
- 
4% 
- 
3% 
- 
6% 
- 
5% 
-
26% 
Discount 
2015 
- 
6% 
+ 
10% 
- 
3% 
-
11% 
- 
4% 
- 
5% 
+ 
10% 
- 
9% 
- 
11% 
 
0% 
- 
7% 
 
0% 
-
35% 
 
              
               
The problem with this data is that total discount may consist of many different reasons. 
As show, some materials have even positive discounts if, for example, import costs are 
included in the sales price or delivery is done with high priority, but otherwise transfer 
costs should not be included (Data 1, Interview 8). The data shown in Table 8 is unreli-
able and significant deviations between years is indicating inconsistency. However, ma-
terial number 13 with known defect is visible in the list which could be seen as discounts 
being given due to technical non-conformity. 
 
To summarize; this method may show something when issue has reach critical stage, 
but as a source of screening for Issue Identification it is unreliable as separation of dis-
count reasons in question cannot be performed. 
The problem is also that at one day you get one result and the next day the 
result might be different, not to mention if done by another person. To make 
this accurate is difficult. (Data 1, Interview 7). 
 
I have to say that the price point tool cannot go to the level needed. I 
would wish that sales would have the information of what is the discount 
reason at detailed level and there would be a reason why big discounts 
are being given. (Data 1, Interview 8) 
 
When the question of discounts being given due to technical reasons is provided to the 
Business Control GM, the answer is “I personally have heard of specific components 
unable to reach the planned replacement interval and discounts have been given” and 
later states “You have an interesting Thesis topic!” (Data 1, Interview 6) 
 
As a conclusion the company is providing annually higher discounts, and at least some 
of them are based on technical difficulties to reach maintenance intervals, but the data 
is not existing to follow this at material number level. 
 
Next the main findings are presented to form a base to build the Thesis on. 
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3.5 Key Findings of the Current State Analysis 
 
The current state analysis of identifying field reliability issues was conducted by analyz-
ing internal documentation and interviewing key stakeholders. The Issue Identification 
tool and Non-conformity analyzer tool were used to confirm findings. Figure 9 presents 
the strengths and weaknesses of the findings first in the general level, and then on the 
more detailed level regarding issue magnitude. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Strengths and weaknesses of identifying magnitude of field non-conformity is-
sues summarized. 
 
Currently the Issue Identification tool is able to follow only the project and product war-
ranty period. Coverage of this source of data is restricted by default to the first year of 
• Product Improvement Process (PIP) has a clear function and purpose to act on 
nonconformities based on business cases formed by quantitative and qualitative data.
• Issue Identification tool has been launched to perform non-conformity screening 
systematically to create the business case.
• The tool combines quantitative data to understand magnitude of an issue and qualitative 
sources to explain the technical part of an issue.
• Qualitative sources are well covered due to one main technical communication tool.
Strengths
• Quantitative data of nonconformities scattered to different organizations.
• Quantitative sources defining magnitude of an issue cover only nonconformities taking 
place during project and product warranty.
• Nonconformities faced during O&M period not yet implemented.
• Life cycle services period with spare part warranty and post-warranty not implemented in 
the tool.
• As a result In total four alternative sources found, and only one of them is utilized.
Weaknesses
Time of non-
conformity found
Recording
Action
Issue Identification 
tool
1. Non-conformity 
during Project or 
Product warranty
WG or ZW claim 
recorded
Replacement sent 
FOC
Extracts FOC data
2. Non-conformity 
during O&M 
agreement 
Separate database
Separate database
Implementation of 
separate database 
ongoing
3. Non-conformity 
during Spare part 
Warranty
XS claim recorded
Replacement sent 
FOC or Credit note 
provided
FOC data not 
sufficient and not 
connected to XS 
claim
4. Non-conformity 
in post-warranty
No record of 
discount request
Discount may be 
provided, but not 
marked correctly at 
item level.
Data unreliable
Undefined 
(Repetitive) 
O&M period 
(Continuous) 
Half a year 
(Repetitive) 
1-2 years 
(One-time) 
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product being used. In addition, O&M agreements are currently being implemented into 
the Issue Identification tool. By company documentation non-conformity is when the cus-
tomer expectations (formed by manual) are not met and as a result these non-conform-
ities should be followed to know when to perform corrective actions. However, the current 
process of identifying issues is not extending beyond the very beginning of the product 
use, practically missing statistical data from decades of product use. This is a gap be-
tween words and reality, and the target of this Thesis is to provide proposals to close the 
gap. 
 
The period missed by Issue Identification tool is Life cycle Support (LCS) period, which 
is the period when product is being maintained at scheduled intervals. The parts installed 
on the product during maintenance have limited warranty period of only six months of 
use, resulting remaining of the replacement interval belonging to the post-warranty pe-
riod. 
 
The target of this thesis is to propose implementation of complete LCS period to extend 
statistical data to cover the complete lifetime of products, which means two separate 
proposals need to be built.  
 
The two sources of data able to make a difference are not in a form of easy implemen-
tation to the existing Issue Identification tool. Spare part claim FOC data is both insuffi-
cient due to credit notes also being used, and non-existing from Issue Identification per-
spective due to missing SAP link between a FOC delivery and a corresponding XS claim. 
In addition, the spare part claims consist of high number of non-quality related issues, 
and utilizing of any data require filtering based on cause codes. These issues are sum-
marized in Table 9. 
 
Table 9. Summary of the issues found to utilize spare part claims data. 
 
 
The discounts given due to technical non-conformity during post-warranty have an issue 
of marking one total discount for a complete order instead of marking discount reasons 
•Problem 1: High number of claims not related to part function.
•Problem 2: Not only FOC deliveries used.
•Problem 3: Spare part claims and corrective action not linked.
First proposal target: Utilizing Spare 
part Warranty as a statistical source
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for each item on the order. Thus discounts or discount reasons at component level are 
inaccurate. In addition, if discounts based non-conformities are provided they are not 
separated from all other discounts when sales are entered in SAP.  
 
Table 10. Summary of the issues found to utilize post-warranty discount data. 
 
 
Topics chosen for the next section have been selected to provide further understanding 
of the best practices related to the two proposal needed to be made. 
  
•Problem 1: Discounts not marked at item level in an order.
•Problem 2: All discounts could not be considered to originate from 
non-performance.
Second proposal target: Utilizing Post-
Warranty failures as a statistical source
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4 Best Practice on Identifying Field Reliability Issues 
 
This section focuses on best practices regarding identifying reliability issues. First it pro-
vides an outline for the theories bound on key findings of the CSA, and then starts to 
approach these theories top-down. 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
Findings presented in the CSA indicate data sources being unfit for Issue Identification 
tool. The main purpose of Issue Identification tool is to enable PIP to fix the gap between 
the customer expectations and experiences. Changing or modifying existing processes 
in a corporation usually lead to a project, and projects need funding. To get any practical 
results the expected questions are why, by who and how? All of these need to be an-
swered in this section to provide reasoning, responsibilities, and ways of collecting the 
data. 
 
The following sections refer to ISO 9001 certificate, which is not publicly available free 
of charge. The case company ISO 9001:2008 documents are used in these cases, but it 
requires to be noted that there is a new version released in 2015. 
 
In addition, before diving into the deep end with reliability it requires to be defined what 
reliability actually means. According to Hahn et al. (1999: 133) “reliability = performance 
over lifetime”, and in rare cases lifetime is equal to warranty period. Furthermore reliabil-
ity is not only non-performance data, but “The probability that an item can perform its 
intended function for a specified interval under stated conditions.” (Barringer and Weber 
1995: 3). After all, without the non-performance data the reliability data cannot exist. 
 
4.2 Reliability Governance Requirements 
 
To start the process of defining the governing function responsible for sufficient follow-
up of reliability issues the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) is a proper 
choice. 
ISO 9001 helps organizations demonstrate to customers that they can offer 
products and services of consistently good quality. (Lazarte 2015) 
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The certificate received by over million companies’ state reliability issues to belong to 
Quality Management (ISO web pages). This is supported by Meeker and Escobar (1999) 
by defining reliability as a key element to quality improvement. 
 
Furthermore when requirements for the ISO 9001:2008 certificate are studied the QM 
organization of the company should focus to enable continual improvement, analysis of 
data, corrective action and preventive action. The process of continual improvement uti-
lized by ISO 9001 is maybe the most common iterative process known: Plan-Do-Study-
Act (PDSA) cycle, presented in Figure 10 below. 
 
 
Figure 10. Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) cycle. (Langley et al. 1994) 
 
Just as the PDSA cycle may be seen in this thesis, it needs be utilized in Quality Man-
agement department functions to seek improvements in reliability data sources. Although 
the ISO standard provides arguments for continual improvement, the following section 
provides more throughout reasoning what makes reliability so significant. 
 
4.3 Reasons to Act on Reliability Issues. 
 
One of the many reasons to aim to prevent reliability issues was already pointed out by 
ISO; customers tend to prefer already the idea of high quality products. According to 
Nelson et al. (2005) reliability is the most influential determinant to the customer satis-
faction (in IT systems). Some authors go even further and describe product not being 
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the generic thing itself, but a complex cluster of value satisfactions (Levitt 1980). Per-
forming reliably at the required level increases the customer satisfaction and, according 
to Heskett et al. (2008), highly satisfied customers are loyal to the provider and hence 
provide monetary benefits. 
 
Reliability might be a benefit or a burden, and by corrective actions it may be improved, 
but originally it is based on the choices and compromises made by designers, and this 
is where the threat towards reliability originates. An ever increasing pace of product re-
leases due to technological advancement, and the customer demand, are making prod-
ucts more complex while pushing product performance capabilities to new levels. The 
illusion of a highly reliable product is even harder to reach with a fresh product. One 
method of assuring customers of the reliability is warranty, as through warranty manu-
facturer bears at least some of the risks involved with the product for a preset period of 
time. By offering warranty to a product, the manufacturer adopts a financial risk from 
customers, believing the benefits of offering a certain type of warranty being greater than 
burdens within. The manufacturer additionally plays a critical role on confirming satisfac-
tory product reliability increasing its own motives, but operating environment, usage 
mode, and usage intensity is often up to the customer. (Blischke et al. 2011) 
 
All products are not the same, and it leads to different classifications of products. 
Blischke et al. (2011) use one classification type leading to three product categories; 
consumer non-durables and durables such as food and toasters, industrial and commer-
cial products such as trucks and batteries, and specialized products such as aircrafts. 
Lifecycles of products in different classifications most likely deviate, as some of them are 
simpler and shorter than others. The lifecycle needs to be considered when a product, 
or warranty period coverage, is designed. According to an article by Asiedu and Gu 
(1998) the product lifecycle may be divided into four phases: design development, pro-
duction, use, and disposal. All of these are creating costs at multiple levels within their 
own phase known as cost breakdown structure, but the use refers to operation and 
maintenance (O&M) period which is most difficult to predict (Wilson 1986). According to 
Gupta (1983), U.S. Department of Defence traced over 75% of life cycle costs coming 
from O&M. In addition, Wilson (1986) studied U.S government records indicating O&M 
costs exceeding initial acquisition price by tenfold. 
 
Related to lifecycle cost calculations it must be considered that a single designer is fo-
cusing on costs she can control, while a company developing the product in a lifecycle 
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cost analysis might have wider interests (Asiedu and Gu 1998). A study by Creese and 
Moore (1990)  focus on the challenge of lifecycle cost calculations at design stage, and 
at the final detailed design stage the accuracy should be within -5 to +15 percent. To 
reach this accuracy demands a lot of info to be known, such as “product design details 
including dimensions and finishes, the specific process operation and process parame-
ters, the requirements for product support and product reliability, and even the product 
disposal requirements” (Creese and Moore 1990: 26). 
 
In practice lifecycle cost analysis is not an easy area of operation for a product designer 
to optimize, as a component manufacturing cost increase of 10% might have insignificant 
impact on manufacturing cost of a product. Meanwhile the magnitude changes in case 
the very same component has to be replaced for example ten times over the lifetime of 
a product. In the other hand there might be an option of lower manufacturing costs, but 
it might result in 20 replacements instead of ten. Costs of manufacturing (and sales price 
to customers) may be calculated, but replacement intervals and costs bound on replacing 
the component are in the end estimations, based on best available information. 
 
Maintenance schedule and replacement interval of a consumable component in a prod-
uct may be approached from different point of views, depending on wanted reliability. An 
article by Laurens and Molen (2010) elaborate on this topic through four high priority 
processes to deliver value, and the first of them is significant in the context of the thesis. 
Total maintenance reliability aims to prevent poor reliability and safety issues by proac-
tive maintenance through preventive and condition-based maintenance for critical equip-
ment. Some customers require reliability to reach 99% and aim to prevent unplanned 
shutdowns by all means necessary, when some customers are happy with 90% and are 
willing to perform maintenance reactively rather than proactively. From maintenance cost 
point of view these two might be completely different, resulting in comparisons between 
maintenance cost versus unplanned downtime impacts. 
Reliability relates to a perception of system dependability. (Nelson et al. 
2005: 218) 
 
Blischke et al. (2011: 7) states downtime, in case of a business enterprise, to have an 
effect on “production of services and goods, which, in turn, affects both the goodwill of 
clients as well as the bottom line of the balance sheet of the seller”. 
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All products and components deteriorate over time and/or usage (Blischke et al. 2011)   
resulting in a reliability reduction without proper maintenance. One of the key ideas be-
hind risk of non-performance may be approached through The Hazard Curve function, 
presented in Figure 11, which provides the probability of failure h(t) in a graph over time 
t. Decreasing hazard rate in the early stage represents infant mortalities due to for ex-
ample manufacturing errors, and failure probability decreases over time while the prod-
uct or component ages. This may be reduced by running-in of the product prior shipping 
to the customer to eliminate the highest failure probability. Increasing hazard rate repre-
sents wear-out stage where failures occur at higher probability over time. (Hahn et al. 
1999) 
 
 
Figure 11. Bathtub Hazard Curve Function (Meeker and Escobar 1999) 
 
There are significant amount of studies at which point of the curve warranty period should 
end, and especially if product or component should be fixed instead of delivering a new 
replacement, but this study is not focusing on optimal warranty optimizations. Instead, 
what is interesting in the theory of non-performance risk modelling is that there are ways 
to check if replacement schedule has been designed properly to take place before wear 
out failures reach a defined threshold point. One of the most popular models to estimate 
product failures over lifetime is the Weibull distribution due to the accuracy of the model 
(Meeker and Escobar, 1999), but to perform these calculations there needs to be at least 
some data. 
Use life testing and/or field data and life distribution analysis to determine 
how your product behaves over its expected lifetime. (Wilkins 2002) 
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Now the question is about field data, but obviously there are possibilities in simulations 
once data is gathered. 
 
4.4 Gathering of Product Reliability Data 
 
The terms such as Mean Time to Failure (MTTF) and Mean Time between Failures 
(MTBF) might provide information of reliability, but as everything else related to reliability 
they offer little unless made at component level. Blischke et al. (2011) define traceability 
at component level critical to expect any corrective actions. The target of all data even-
tually is to bring information, and what information is needed leads to the three main 
issues related to data, presented in Table 11. 
 
Table 11. Key questions to gather information through data. (Blischke et al. 2011) 
 
 
The first question is related to the current status of what data does the company have 
and could it be utilized as it is, while the second question represents theory, presented 
in Figure 12.  
 
 
Figure 12. Data collection separated into two groups. (Blischke et al. 2011) 
 
Warranty claims data is obtained by after sales support during the processing of claims 
and can be divided in to three segments. The first one is product related data considering 
•What kinds of data are collected?
•What should be collected?
•What needs to be done to collect data properly?
Key questions to gather information through data
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factors such as technical non-performance of a component, mode of non-performance, 
age and usage at non-performance. The second segment is the customer related data 
focusing on for example operating mode, environment and usage intensity. The third 
source is service related covering issues such as cost of repair, quality of repair or ser-
vice, and rectification actions such as refunds. But the warranty data alone is not suffi-
cient to define reliability as it misses all functional components or the ones not under 
warranty. Supplementary data then again is all other sources to fulfill the data to cover 
the complete life cycle of the product. These could be internal or external organizations 
that generate data such as spare part sales, services, service contracts, follow-up sur-
veys etc. (Blischke et al. 2011) 
 
Practicality of the warranty claim data becoming relatively easily as valuable statistical 
data should not be underrated. Utilizing this source of data for example provides cost-
effective feedback loop required by ISO 9001:2008. However, this completely misses the 
post-warranty period, as it is not required by the standard and does not maybe inflict 
such direct costs as warranty claims.  
Depending on the product and the manufacturer, these (warranty) costs 
typically vary from 1 to 10% of the sale price of the item, and may have 
serious implications with regard to the manufacturer’s reputation and the 
profitability of the business. (Blischke et al. 2011: preface) 
 
The supplementary data requires efforts to be taken to organize a proper flow of correct 
type of data. An example is shown in Figure 13. 
 
Figure 13. Supplementary data collection systems example. (Blischke et al. 2011) 
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According to Blischke et al. (2011) the units may have different data collection systems, 
but the data should be centralized to efficiently support decision making. In addition, 
provided data of the sources must be translatable into information for decision making. 
 
The key message from gathering data for the benefit of reliability improvement is the 
requirement of both warranty claim data, provided through centralized data handling, and 
supplementary data, which may come from both internal and external sources. 
 
The findings above provide a good base for data gathering, but there are more issues 
than the big questions mentioned, as shown in Table 12. 
 
Table 12. Summary of data related issues based on Blischke et al. (2011) 
 
 
When the correct type of data is collected from the correct sources, it may be analysed. 
 
 
4.5 Analysing of Product Reliability Data 
 
Analysis of data is not directly in the scope of this thesis, but it cannot be avoided when 
data utilised in analysis is concerned. 
 
Before analysis is performed there are several steps required to be taken to confirm 
reliability of the data, shown in Table 13. First the source of the data requires to be veri-
fied. When source is confirmed the variables data should include and units of measure-
ments are to be confirmed. In addition, possible data (or source) missing require confir-
mation. At the early stage of analysis the results are to be followed. (Blischke et al. 2011) 
 
 
•Data not obtained on post-warranty failures.
•Data incomplete or missing (lack of data).
•Data reported incorrectly.
•Data censored.
•Data only from failed items, not from un-failed items.
•Delays in reporting.
•Deviations on delivery causing pooling.
•Data handling in big corporations (amount of data, fractured data).
Summary of data related issues
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Table 13. Summary of typical tasks for analysis reliability based on Blischke et al. 
(2011). 
 
 
The key target and level for analyzing depends on the objective and available data, but 
there are certain factors required to be considered related to reporting of the analysis, 
presented in Table 14. 
 
Table 14. Common targets for analyzing based on Blischke et al. (2011). 
 
 
 
Eventually analysis might result into actions. This might be improvements on compo-
nents, instructions, material handling etc., or result might be that data is insufficient, 
which practically should start the PDSA cycle again, but this time to improve the data 
collection instead. As the saying goes, “No pain, no gain”. (Fonda 1980s) Based on this, 
the conceptual framework for the Thesis is formed. 
 
4.6 Conceptual Framework of Collecting Non-conformity Data 
 
As found in the preceding sub-sections there is significant emphasis to give proper at-
tention to guarantee reliability feedback loop. This section summarizes the arguments 
vital for this study in a form of a Conceptual Framework (CF), presented in Figure 14. 
Target of the conceptual framework is to provide the ideas which are used to create the 
proposal. 
•Verifying source of the data
•Verifying data to include variables specified
•Verifying units of measurement
•Checking for missing data
•Correcting or deleting obviously incorrect results
• Identifying unusual results
Analysis reliability confirmation
•Description of the key features of the data
•Summarized information content
•Graphical representation of data
•Preparation for detailed statistical analysis
Targets for analysing
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Figure 14. Conceptual framework of this study. 
 
 
The CF is formed by three main topics to create a logic between the questions why, who, 
and how. 
 
The first out of the four sections could be considered as reasoning of what makes follow-
up of reliability so important. While ISO 9001 might lack specifics to further define tasks 
required in this particular case it still identifies Quality Management as the accountable 
function behind continual improvement (ISO 9001:2008). Further grounding for investing 
on reliability performance follow-up is based on the customer satisfaction and continuous 
challenges reliability is facing due to new designs being released at increasing speed. 
 
The second section of the CF focuses on data collection itself, and based on a book by 
Blischke et al. (2011) warranty claim data is insufficient without supplementary sources 
such as spare part sales, services sales, contract management etc. In addition, the data 
1. Reasons to follow 
reliability
•Customer satisfaction.
•Costs of reliability issues.
•Design reliability, 
simulations and lifetimes.
2. Gathering of 
reliability data
•Recommended 
sources of data.
•Organizational 
responsibilities to bring 
reliable and correct 
type of data available.
3. Analyzing of 
reliability data
•Tools and techniques.
•Centralized data.
ISO 9001 
Heskett et al. (2008)  
Asiedu and Gu (1998) 
Nelson et al. (2005) 
Blischke et al. (2011) 
Meeker and Escobar (1999) 
 
Main sources 
Meeker and Escobar (1999) 
Barringer and Weber (1995) 
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requires to be collected at component level and with sufficient details to serve the pur-
pose. The data collection is critical as non-existing or incorrect data might not be later 
created, and the analysis tools depend on data. 
 
The third section enters the data analyzing stage and presents ideas how to confirm data 
sources, variables included, units of measurement etc. together with targets for analyz-
ing (Blischke et al. 2011). 
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5 Building a Proposal to Collect LCS Non-conformity Data 
 
This section aims to merge key CSA findings with the best practices found in the previous 
section and to build proposal drafts based on results. As shown in the Figure 15, first 
boundary conditions for proposals are outlined based on best practice and CSA results. 
At next step proposal options are drafted based on practical options to be reviewed with 
key stakeholders to decide which, if any, is found suitable for the task. The outcome of 
this section is refined proposals for validation. 
 
Figure 15. Process to build proposals. 
 
The Data 2 collected for this Section is presented while reviewing alternative options for 
proposal, as done with Section 3 to form CSA. 
 
5.1 Forming Boundary Conditions by Connecting Current State with Conceptual 
Framework 
 
Before drafting proposal options, a layout requires to be set. When best practice and 
CSA findings are compared at the general level they might be divided into three steps, 
visible in Table 15. 
 
Table 15. Best practice compared to Current Status. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Forming 
boundary 
conditions 
for proposals
Proposal 
drafting with 
practical 
options
Review with 
key 
stakeholders 
(Data 2)
Refined 
proposals for 
validation
Governing 
responsibility 
Gathering of data Analysing of data 
Best practice 
Current state 
Reliability and non-
performance are qual-
ity issues and respon-
sibility of Quality Man-
agement. 
Quality Management 
has introduced the Is-
sue Identification pro-
gram to follow non-
performance cases. 
Warranty and post 
warranty data re-
quired. 
Data in a format ena-
bling analysis. 
Analysis through cen-
tralized data collection. 
Analysis results to be 
evaluated. 
Spare part warranty 
data not utilized. 
Post-warranty data not 
utilized. 
Data not sufficient for 
analysis. 
Data analysis monthly 
by CA through central-
ized data handling en-
abled by Issue Identifi-
cation tool. 
Conclusion Best practice not in 
line with current state 
Best practice in line 
with current state. 
Best practice in line 
with current state 
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What is found functional in the Table 15, are governing responsibility and analysing of 
data. The best practice defined governing responsibility of continual improvement as 
Quality Management responsibility (ISO 9001). As found in the CSA, the Issue Identifi-
cation program is a part of the QM Issue Resolution project, and thus in line with the 
recommendation. A verbal commitment from Quality Management was requested to pos-
sibly modify the Issue Identification tool function, and an approval with request to propose 
improvements was received. This not only opens opportunities to expand Issue Identifi-
cation tool, but additionally enable data analysis to be reported through existing chan-
nels. To create new tools alone could be considered challenging, but to dedicate re-
sources to analyse the data periodically is maybe even a bigger obstacle, although out 
of the scope of the Thesis. Regardless of the sources utilized, the analysis of data is 
recommended to be performed centralized (Blischke et al. 2011). For this, the Issue 
Identification tool would be optimal, or at least the best known solution. There are further 
analysis requirements, but these as well are out of the scope of the Thesis, and respon-
sibility of the reporting function of the Issue Identification process. 
 
The problem found in the Table 15, is the gathering of data. As it was found in the CSA, 
non-conformity cases during spare part warranty and post-warranty are not part of the 
screening process. The main problems for excluding the sources from the screening 
process were already found during CSA, and are presented in Figure 16. 
 
Figure 16. Issues found in CSA for the two sources. 
 
Spare part warranty 
notifications
Problem 1: High number of claims not 
related to part function.
• Data requires filtration.
Problem 2: Not only FOC deliveries used.
• FOC data insufficient.
Problem 3: Spare part claims and 
corrective action not linked.
• Data not extractable.
Spare part discounts due to 
technical non-performance
Problem 1: Discounts not marked at item 
level in an order.
• Data unreliable.
Problem 2: All discounts could not be 
considered to originate from non-
performance.
• Data requires filtration.
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According to Blischke et al. (2011), some of the most typical issues regarding data gath-
ering were data not obtained on post-warranty failures, data incomplete or missing, and 
data handling in big corporations due to data existing across organizations. These fit well 
the cases found in the CSA; data is incomplete on both cases, data responsibility is in 
organizations with no functions in PIP on both cases, and one of them is the missing 
post-warranty period data. 
 
The best practice listed sources of data as two different groups; warranty data and sup-
plementary data. When the two missing sources from the CSA key findings are divided 
into these groups, the spare part claims naturally belong to warranty data, while dis-
counts could be considered as supplementary data. However, if discounts due to tech-
nical non-conformity before scheduled replacement create loss of revenue, or at least 
gross margin, the difference between the two is not that clear. Thus, this Thesis contin-
ues to focus on the two issues as equals, as both have monetary incentives to reduce 
non-conformity through PIP. To close in on the data collection from the two sources, two 
separate proposals are built in separate sections. 
 
 
5.2 Proposal Building for Spare Part Claims as a Source of Data 
 
The reasons behind problems to utilize Spare part claim data found in CSA was as fol-
lows: 
The spare part claim FOC data is both insufficient due to credit notes also 
being used, and non-existing from Issue Identification perspective due to 
missing SAP link between a FOC delivery and a corresponding XS claim. 
In addition, the spare part claims consist of high number of non-quality re-
lated issues, and utilizing of any data require filtering based on cause 
codes. (Section 3.5) 
 
One obvious option is to create a link between FOC delivery and the actual claim, prac-
tically making the FOC deliveries similar to Product and Project Warranty cases. How-
ever, it was noted that FOC deliveries are insufficient as it is due to credit notes addition-
ally being used, so also credit notes would require to be linked. This is Proposal 1, Option 
#1, found in Figure 17. 
 
An alternative option could be to search the information being recorded in SAP when a 
spare part claim is entered. Practically this would mean following of feedback instead of 
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action, which deviates from current statistical follow-up of Issue Identification tool. This 
is Proposal 1, Option #2, found in Figure 17. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17. Proposal options for spare part warranty claims. 
 
Regardless of the options, the data requires to be filtered down at cause code level to 
consist only quality related claims. For this, the case company Quality Department was 
contacted to find individuals with possible further information. As a result an interview 
with Management Systems manager was arranged, which revealed quality issues cov-
ering approximately 25% of all claims (Data 2, Interview 1). To gather reliable quality 
related data, the excessive data (75%) requires to be filtered. To study the raw data for 
filtering options, an excel document (Data 2, Document 1) of spare part claims entered 
in 2015 was received from the interviewee. 
 
At the next step an interview with spare part claim manager was arranged to verify data 
on the excel document, and to further study the found two options and to screen for any 
other alternatives.  
 
 
 
 
 
Customer faces 
non-performance
•Claim made
XS claim created 
in SAP
•Unknown data 
content.
Action to close 
the claim
•Parts sent FOC
•Parts sold with 
credit note
•Link missing 
between claim 
and action
Proposal 1, Option 1: 
 Filtering non-quality re-
lated claims requires 
link between claim and 
action 
 Both FOC and credit 
notes to be traceable in 
data. 
Issue Identification 
target by default 
Proposal 1, Option 2: 
 Filter non-quality re-
lated claims. 
 Look for data suffi-
ciency. 
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Proposal 1, Option #1. 
In the interview it became apparent, that the idea of creating a link between spare part 
claim and FOC or credit note is already in implementation due to other purposes. 
There is a new entry field in the sales documents implemented in mid of 
February 2016 for other purposes where notification number may be 
added, so that action could be traced back to XS notification regardless if 
FOC or Credit Note. Originally the intention was to use this only for FOC 
deliveries, but use is intended to spread to include credit notes as well. 
Training for this is still ongoing. (Data 2, Interview 2) 
The option #1 could be implemented in near future when training has been done, and 
way of working has been changed to create the link between a claim recording and a 
corrective action. Due to link not existing in the past, there is no option to check history 
data. Proposal is presented in Figure 18. 
 
Proposal 1, Option #2. 
The excel document (Data 2, Document 1) received as a result of an earlier interview 
was found to actually consist more data than spare part claim documentation should 
have by default. 
Some of the data in excel must have been added separately, probably 
extracted from SAP. (Data 2, Interview 2) 
 
The data added was cost of components claimed, extracted separately from SAP and 
entered in the document. If this could be done for an excel sheet consisting remarkable 
number of claims, it probably could be done in Issue Identification tool as well. This al-
ternative has a benefit of creating history trends of parts being claimed in the past, and 
as a result of the interview the proposal 1, option #2 was selected as superior. For vali-
dation purposes a workshop was scheduled to confirm the option from Issue Identifica-
tion tool creator, and to further check the filtering options of the data. (Data 2, Interview 
2) 
 
The changes as a result of Data 2 collection may be seen in red in Figure 18.  
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Figure 18. Proposal for spare part warranty claims. 
 
Proposal for spare part claims as a source of qualitative data starts by changing the 
approach of data extraction from Action to Recording stage. The proposed data extrac-
tion ends with all other relevant data except costs, and hence data of costs requires to 
be extracted separately based on material number and quantity claimed to create cost 
similar to FOC. In addition, the data needs to be filtrated to consist only claims with tech-
nical background, and claims which have been approved. 
 
Any further actions with the resulting data is out of the scope of this thesis and up to the 
Issue Identification tool creator/operator for the best fit seen. Validation and finalization 
of the proposal is performed in a separate workshop. 
 
In the next section another proposal for spare part post-warranty is being created. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Customer faces 
non-performance
•Claim made
XS claim created 
in SAP
•Unknown data 
content.
•Data found to 
lack costs.
Action to close 
the claim
•Parts sent FOC
•Parts sold with 
credit note
•Link missing 
between claim 
and action
Proposal 1, Option 1: 
 Filtering non-quality re-
lated claims requires 
link between claim and 
action 
 Both FOC and credit 
notes to be traceable in 
data. 
Issue Identification 
target by default 
Proposal 1, Option 2: 
 Filter to include only 
quality related claims. 
 Look for data suffi-
ciency. 
 Costs extracted sepa-
rately from SAP 
 Filter to include only 
accepted claims 
Preferred option 
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5.3 Proposal Building for Spare Part Post-warranty Discounts as a Source of Data 
 
One optional proposal to trace non-conformity based on discounts provided was already 
tested in CSA section 3.4.2 by simply comparing sales prices versus list prices over a 
given period of time, but this resulted in unreliable results due to many pricing and deliv-
ery factors impacting the end result. Hence it could not be considered as an option for 
proposal. 
 
To create new ideas the difference of spare part post-warranty discount and actual claim 
require to be noted, as the problem with discounts is that the existing data is not detailed 
at the level needed. 
The post-warranty discounts have an issue of marking one total discount 
for a complete order instead of marking discount reasons for each item on 
the order, thus discounts or discount reasons at component level are in-
accurate. In addition, if discounts based non-conformities are provided 
they are not separated from all other discounts when sales are entered in 
SAP. (Section 3.5) 
 
Without data ever existing the Issue Identification tool is unable to provide any statistics. 
Due to this finding the proposals are bound on feeding data into SAP in one stage or 
another. Draft options for these are presented in Figure 19. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 19. Proposal options for spare part non-conformity in post-warranty. 
 
Customer faces 
non-performance
•Discount 
requested from 
account 
manager
Discount request 
not recorded
•No data
Discount may be 
provided
•Discounts not 
marked at item 
level
•Discounts with 
technical reason 
mixed with 
commercial 
reasons
Issue Identification 
target by default 
Proposal 2, Option 2: 
 Discount given due to 
technical reasons to be 
recorded at component 
level in SAP to be able 
to filter data. 
Proposal 2, Option 1: 
 Data of discount re-
quest due to technical 
reasons to be rec-
orded at component 
level in SAP to create 
data. 
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To approach the challenge of discounts given due to technical non-conformity in post-
warranty an interview with Parts Coordination Management Manager was arranged. Dur-
ing the interview the SAP transaction where sales are visible was viewed, and it became 
apparent that discounts may be separated at item level as proposed in Option #2 by 
using a specific discount code type. Further finding of the interview was responsibility of 
these discounts (pro-rata) to belong to organization called Product Sales. (Data 2, Inter-
view 3) 
 
A workshop was arranged with Product Sales organization to gather further understand-
ing of the current pro-rata cases and proposal options. In the workshop it was found that 
pro-rata cases are handled case by case after specific discount percentage has been 
reached, and in such cases there might be something written about the discount. By free-
text filtering some data could be extracted, but it was considered highly unreliable. In 
addition, the purpose is to trace not only high percentage pro-rata discounts but all dis-
counts with technical background. The proposal options were checked in the workshop 
and discount requests were found to be contacted to account managers through multiple 
ways, making the Proposal 2, Option 1 impractical for implementation. The end result of 
the workshop was recommendation to contact Sales management to include detailed 
marking of discounts with technical background in the new upcoming instructions (Data 
2, Workshop 1). 
 
After the findings from Data 2 collection the proposal is rather straight forward. Proposal 
in this case is described by what is needed, as management may use other sources with 
more experience in sales processes to refine the idea. In addition, it needs to be noted 
that the aim of this thesis is to improve quantitative data sources to be able to provide 
input and eventually prevent repetitive issues of technical non-conformities and not to 
change pricing policy itself. Thus pro-rata calculations are not considered in the proposal. 
 
Quantitative screening process for PIP purposes is done at material number level by 
Issue Identification tool, hence products with non-conformity during post-warranty re-
quire to be marked separately in case discounts are given to prevent the customer dis-
satisfaction. The screening tool (Issue Identification tool) would extract data from SAP 
based on specific cause code limited to only pro-rata cases. 
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Figure 20. Proposal for spare part non-conformity in post-warranty. 
 
Reason for the proposal to be so general is that it is detailed enough to provide what is 
needed while giving a lot of flexibility. 
 
5.4 Summary on Building of Proposals for LCS Non-conformity Data 
 
To form the proposals the process involved several steps, presented in Figure 21. 
 
Figure 21. Building of the two proposals. 
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level
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Option 1
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Impractical
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Issue Identification 
target by default 
Proposal 2, Option 2: 
 Discount given due to 
technical reasons to be 
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Proposal 2, Option 1: 
 Data of discount re-
quest due to technical 
reasons to be rec-
orded at component 
level in SAP 
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Two separate proposals were made for two separate cases with big differences on im-
plementation. First the cases were quickly compared to the best practice regarding the 
Issue Identification tool to decide if there is any sense to even consider an alternative 
tool. Decision was made to aim to utilize Issue Identification tool, if only possible. 
 
The first proposal regarding spare part claims started with three problems listed in Sec-
tion 3.5. The easiest way to solve the challenges was formed by changing Issue Identi-
fication tool data extraction to focus on the actual spare part warranty claim in SAP in-
stead of focusing on actions taken related to a claim. The claim data in SAP was found 
not to include costs, but as material number is existing in the claim data the costs can be 
extracted. Once all needed data is gathered, it is filtered to consider only technical claims 
and only to claims which have been approved. 
 
The second proposal regarding non-conformity during post-warranty period is both sim-
pler and more complex. There is no data in SAP currently to perform filtering of the data 
reliably, and thus the proposal was drafted to separate technical discounts from com-
mercial discounts, and to do it at item level in an order. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22. Two proposals summarized. 
Time of non-
conformity found
Recording
Action
Issue Identification 
tool
1. Non-conformity 
during Project or 
Product warranty
WG or ZW claim 
recorded
Replacement sent 
FOC
Extracts FOC data
2. Non-conformity 
during O&M 
agreement 
Separate database
Separate database
Implementation of 
separate database 
ongoing
3. Non-conformity 
during Spare part 
Warranty
XS claim recorded
Replacement sent 
FOC or Credit note 
provided
Raw XS data and 
costs extracted 
separately from 
SAP
4. Non-conformity 
in post-warranty
No record of 
discount request
Discount may be 
provided, but not 
marked correctly at 
item level.
Technical and 
commercial 
discounts 
separated at item 
level when sold
Proposal 1:  
Change Issue Identification from fol-
lowing action to follow recording. 
Collect raw XS notification data and 
combine with costs from SAP. 
Filter non-quality related claims. 
Filter non-accepted claims. 
 
Proposal 2:  
Issue Identification to follow actions, i.e. 
discounts given. 
Discounts due to technical and commer-
cial reasons to be separated at item level 
in an order to be able to provide reliable 
data through filtration. 
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The two proposals were refined during the process with the support of experts of both 
cases, and validation in the next section is performed with management of the relevant 
organizations.  
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6 Validation of the Proposal to Collect LCS Non-conformity Data  
 
This section discusses the validation stage of the proposals given in the previous section 
and, as shown in Figure 23, adds findings of Data 3 to formulate the final proposals. In 
addition, the Section includes evaluation of results for both proposals at the level enabled 
by the collected data, and presents the action plan for the proposals. 
 
 
Figure 23. Process utilized in this section. 
 
The evaluation of results is performed separately for the two proposals in this section, 
as comparisons are a part of Data 3 collection. 
 
6.1 Validation Stage for Final Proposal on Spare Part Claims as a Source of Data 
 
To validate the proposal for spare part claims, a workshop was organized with the Lo-
gistics Services claim manager responsible of spare part claims, and Issue Identification 
tool creator. The three main challenges stated in the proposal were checked, and a 
proper filter was found to include only “material quality claims” to focus on the claims with 
technical reasons with a specific defect type as well as filtering to include only accepted 
claims. The only issue remaining unsolved was to extract costs to enable similar follow-
up of costs as currently performed in the Issue Identification tool. However, according to 
the tool creator this may be easily performed when material numbers are available. As a 
result of the workshop, an implementation project was launched. (Data 3, Workshop 1) 
Project can be started immediately. Estimated to be implemented in mid 
May 2016. Spare part claims will be part of a monthly report through Issue 
Identification project. (Data 3, Workshop 1) 
 
A minor change proposal was given by the Issue Identification tool creator regarding the 
monthly reporting. It aimed to prepare two pages where one would include all product 
types and another would include only currently produced products. This is understanda-
ble as the current production requires to have higher priority, but the older products re-
quire attention as well. However, the reporting responsibility is part of analysis activities 
Proposals 
from Section 5
Refining / 
Validation in 
workshops 
(Data 3)
Evaluation of 
results
Action plan
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of the Issue Identification program and thus not in the scope of this thesis. As a result of 
the process, the final proposal is considered validated and presented in Figure 24. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24. The final proposal to implement Spare part warranty claims in Issue Identifi-
cation tool. 
 
Preliminary funding approval for the implementation has been granted by the case com-
pany Quality Management organization, and is handled between Quality Management 
and Customer Assistance organizations if needed. 
 
6.2 Evaluation of Results from Proposal on Spare Part Claims 
 
In the validation sessions, comparison was additionally done between the current data 
sources and the proposed new source. For this, Project and Product Warranty claim 
FOC statistic (the data currently followed in Issue Identification tool) were extracted 
through Non-conformity Analyzer(Data 1, Tool 3) to consist complete year 2015. It was 
compared to the values provided by the Excel document (Data 2, Document 1) consisting 
spare part claims from year 2015 while using the filters proposed (only material quality 
related claims, and only approved claims). Based on this comparison, the statistical 
amount of claimed material quantity being followed increased by mere 5% over this pe-
riod. Statistical number of claims being followed increased by 12%, but this is not a target 
to be followed in Issue Identification tool. Major impact was found on costs of claims 
being followed, where value increased by 32%. 
 
Customer faces 
non-performance
•Claim made
XS claim created 
in SAP
•Data found to 
lack costs.
Action to close 
the claim
•Parts sent FOC
•Parts sold with 
credit note
Proposal: 
 Filter non-quality re-
lated claims. 
 Costs extracted sepa-
rately from SAP 
 Filter non-accepted 
claims off 
 
Data 3 results: 
 
Filtering to ”G5500” 
 
Costs from SAP, OK 
 
Filtering to “G100” 
 
=Project started 
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To summarize, the amount of individual claimed components followed through the new 
source does not increase significantly, but the components followed are of a high com-
mercial value. It may be speculated, that during project and product warranty period an 
issue with one component may lead to replacement of all similar components in the prod-
uct. For example, leakage of a single sealing ring in a new product might lead to replace-
ment of hundreds of similar rings. In case the same sealing ring would leak under spare 
part warranty, the customer may find commercial compensation of a single ring finan-
cially insignificant compared to the efforts needed. Hence the findings could have been 
expected. 
 
6.3 Validation Stage for Proposal on Spare Part Post-warranty Discounts as a Source 
of Data 
 
The proposal was checked in the workshop together with Quality Management respon-
sible for the Issue Resolution program and Sales department management and special-
ists responsible for the way of working during the sales process. 
 
In the workshop, it was found that there are 48 different codes for discounts, but none of 
them is purely for technical cases. One of the 48 different codes was the one already 
found suitable in Data 2 collection to separate discounts for each item in an order. How-
ever, while the code could be seen to include both commercial and technical discount 
reasons they could not be separated by filters reliably. The non-existing technical code 
was practically the final confirmation that the company SAP sales transaction needs to 
be modified to enable proper filters. The proposal was modified together with Sales ac-
cordingly to copy the function of the already used code in SAP and create a new code 
dedicated to only technical cases, or alternatively modify one of the existing codes for 
the same purpose. (Data 3, Workshop 2) 
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Figure 25. The final proposal to separate technical and commercial discounts in SAP 
during sales process. 
 
The proposal was validated and implementing the new code has become a task to the 
case company Sales department. With the new code, filtration of data is not a challenge, 
but how to analyze the data in the Issue Identification tool is the next question. However, 
since analyzing of the data is not in the scope of this Thesis, this challenge is for the next 
researcher to resolve.  
 
6.4 Evaluation of Results from Proposal on Spare Part Post-warranty Discounts 
 
Due to the filtration issue with the existing data, it is impossible to accurately calculate 
the impact of the new source. To have an estimation of possible impacts, the same pro-
cedure was performed as with the previous proposal evaluation. 
 
Project and Product Warranty claim FOC statistic (the data currently followed in Issue 
Identification tool) were extracted through Non-conformity Analyzer (Data 1, Tool 3) to 
consist complete year 2015. It was compared to the values included in the discount 
presentation (Data 1, Document 13) for year 2015. As discounts are presented only as 
lost revenue, only financial impact may be estimated. In case none of the discounts are 
considered to have technical reasons, the impact is naturally 0%. In case all of the dis-
Customer faces 
non-performance
•Discount 
requested from 
account 
manager
Discount request 
not recorded
•No data
•Discount 
request coming 
by multiple ways
•Would require 
new systems in 
SAP to be built.
Discount may be 
provided
•Discounts not 
marked at item 
level
•Discounts with 
technical reason 
mixed with 
commercial 
reasons
Proposal 2: 
 Discount given due to 
technical reasons to be 
recorded at component 
level in SAP 
 
Data 3 results: 
Dedicated technical discount code 
needed in SAP list of discounts. Func-
tion defined and Sales organization will 
continue to modify SAP accordingly. 
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counts are considered to have technical reasons, the impact is 460% increase of mone-
tary value followed currently by Issue Identification tool. Neither of these values could be 
considered realistic, but they present the scale. All other factors, such as number of 
components concerned or amount of orders including technical discount reasons are 
completely unknown due to the issues already mentioned. 
 
One additional benefit of this source could be found with the Bathtub Hazard curve, pre-
sented in Section 4.3 on the Figure 11. If a component replacement schedule has been 
pushed too far, wear-out failures will start to take place. In case a customer demands 
discounts due to this phenomena, it should be recorded by this source and corrective 
actions to components, or component lifetimes, may be taken. As found in the CSA, none 
of the warranty periods is able to serve this purpose effectively. 
 
 
 
6.5 Final Proposals and Action Plan 
 
The final proposals are result of the validation stages, and the action plan is continuum 
from the final proposals, as visible in Figure 26. 
 
The proposed action plan for spare part claims requires no further details, as it is already 
being implemented. But action plan for post-warranty non-conformity has only started by 
stating what is needed to have the data in a detailed level, thus enabling further actions. 
Once discounts in post-warranty are separated between technical and commercial rea-
sons, the data becomes available; but if not done at item level on an order, the data is 
not be reliable. Hence instructions are required from Sales department to serve the pur-
pose and eventually be able to tell which components have challenges to reach the de-
fined replacement interval. To reach this point, Customer Assistance experts behind the 
Issue Identification tool need to be contacted when the data is reliable and made availa-
ble. 
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Figure 26. Final proposal and action plan. 
 
This concludes the validation of the two proposals, and the next section summarizes 
the Thesis. 
  
Time of non-
conformity found
Recording
Action
Issue Identification 
tool
1. Non-conformity 
during Project or 
Product warranty
WG or ZW claim 
recorded
Replacement sent 
FOC
Extracts FOC data
2. Non-conformity 
during O&M 
agreement 
Separate database
Separate database
Implementation of 
separate database 
ongoing
3. Non-conformity 
during Spare part 
Warranty
XS claim recorded
Replacement sent 
FOC or Credit note 
provided
Raw XS data and 
costs extracted 
separately from 
SAP
4. Non-conformity 
in post-warranty
No record of 
discount request
Discount may be 
provided, but not 
marked correctly at 
item level.
Technical and 
commercial 
discounts 
separated at item 
level when sold
Final proposal for spare part non-con-
formity:  
Change Issue Identification from following 
action to follow recording. Collect raw XS 
notification data and combine with costs 
from SAP. Filter to quality defect type: 
“G5500”. Filter to accepted claim type cause 
group: “G100”. 
Final proposal post-warranty non-con-
formity:  
One of the existing 48 discount codes to be 
modified / new code to be created to be ex-
clusively for discounts with technical reason. 
The code function to be copied from existing 
code enabling discount separation at item 
level of an order (code “ZK71”). 
 
 
Action plan for Customer Assistance:  
Issue Identification tool creator from Cus-
tomer Assistance will implement the new 
source into the existing tool. Financial costs 
from implementation to be covered by Qual-
ity Management. Monthly analysis of the 
data will be performed together with the ex-
isting sources. 
Action plan for Sales:  
Proposal to modify SAP sales transaction 
given to Sales management. Instructions for 
way of working to be updated by Sales to in-
clude the new discount type. Customer As-
sistance and Issue Identification tool creator 
to be contacted when implemented to extract 
data from SAP for analysis.  
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7 Discussion and Conclusions  
 
This section summarizes the results of the Thesis and reviews the actions taken through-
out the research process by comparing them to the plan made in the beginning. 
 
7.1 Summary 
 
This Thesis focused on exploring the statistical screening of product non-conformity is-
sues. The case company is producing energy solutions based on large combustion en-
gines consisting of thousands of individual components and a lifetime of several dec-
ades, including extensive maintenance operations at the predetermined intervals. The 
company aims to secure quality and reliability of the products by a process to improve 
existing designs of individual components or subassemblies in case non-conformity hap-
pens in the field. The process requires data of what actually fails to meet the customer 
expectation and be able to act, but over the years there has been a lack of statistical 
quantitative data to provide a reliable figures on failed components. Due to the tools 
utilized in the case company, this means issues are seen in real life through trouble-
shooting but not in statistics, efficiently having an impact on decisions required to im-
prove product performance. The impact is emphasized in case design IP rights are 
owned by a supplier, as facts are needed to make a change. 
 
The research approach selected for this study is a case study, as it suits the purpose 
with questions “why” and “how” and the rapid schedule of the Thesis. The case study 
approach started by dividing the Thesis into small steps to get from the beginning to the 
end including several data rounds. The first step was to focus on CSA within the case 
company in order to understand which data sources are currently utilized, and how these 
sources are spread over the product lifetime, eventually coming to a question why some 
sources were not utilized. The key findings of CSA indicated that a centralized tool called 
Issue Identification is being implemented to trace non-conformity, but the tool is not ex-
tracting the data during the lifecycle services period of a product, i.e. period after product 
warranty period, which in this case is several decades. The possible sources to improve 
the current situation were identified by utilizing the spare part warranty claims and dis-
counts given to spare parts in case of technical non-conformity. Taken together, these 
sources were found to create a logical continuum to include LCS period into the Issue 
Identification tool, and thus eventually collect more data to make decisions on. 
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The next step was to focus on the best practice consisting of three main topics including 
smaller sub-topics within them: reasons to follow up the product reliability, the actual 
gathering of reliability data and typical mistakes, and finally, analysis of the data. These 
topics formed the conceptual framework of the study, while some additional topics pro-
vided further grounding. 
 
The third step was to draft the proposals to improve the current state, which started by 
comparing CSA and CF at a general level. This indicated proper attention from Quality 
Management towards the significance of product improvement in the form of Issue Res-
olution project, and especially the Issue Identification tool were found to form a solid 
ground to build proposals on. Few proposal options were drafted and later refined to-
gether with key stakeholders to come up with practical, efficient, and reliable proposals. 
As a result, two proposals were formed, one able to bring spare part warranty claim data 
into the existing Issue Identification tool, and the other to enable discounts given due to 
technical non-conformity as the data source in the future for the same tool. 
 
The fourth step was to validate the two proposals which was performed separately for 
each by arranging workshops with management of the organizations in question. Logis-
tics Services management decided on the spare part warranty claim data and once all 
filters and data extraction were defined, the proposal went to implementation. The imple-
mentation is being performed to provide the new data source along with the existing 
sources in the existing Issue Identification tool. Another proposal was for post-warranty 
non-conformity data collected by following the given discounts. This proposal came to a 
conclusion of data being too generic to be filtered reliably, so that the only possible so-
lution was to propose a new discount code for Sales in SAP and changes in the way of 
working. Practically, the proposal outlined the discounts given due to technical reasons 
to be separated from other discounts when the discount is being marked in SAP sales 
transaction, and discounts require to be marked at item level in an order. By these 
changes the Issue Identification tool may extract and filter the data, but before this point 
there is no reason to make further plans to implement the data in the Issue Identification 
tool. 
 
As a conclusion, there is at least some benefit coming from the study for the case organ-
ization. As the quote by Barringer and Weber (1995: 20) say, “Some facts are better than 
no facts.” This quote suits the PIP situation incredibly well. The new proposed sources 
with impacts on data are shown in Figure 27 below. 
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Figure 27. The two proposals and impact of Issue Identification tool. 
 
Figure 27 compares the two new sources to a Project and Product warranty data from 
year 2015, as it was found to be the single functional source for Issue Identification tool. 
The first proposal for Spare part warranty data was tested to increase followed costs by 
32% and followed units by 5%. The second proposal for Spare part post-warranty data 
to be followed through discounts has huge potential, but depending on rates between 
commercial and technical discounts the impact on costs might be 0% or 460% while 
number of units involved remains unknown. 
 
What is more important than percentages of data received through these new sources 
of statistical data is that spare part claims will not be neglected by PIP and if customer 
purchases OEM spare parts any possible failures will be in the statistics when decisions 
are being made. In case spare part post-warranty discounts become available, the com-
plete lifetime is covered, which would be significant according to best practices. In addi-
tion, it would enable closer examination if replacement intervals for the “consumable” 
components have been defined correctly. 
  
Costs followed = X 
Units followed = X 
Issue 
Identification 
tool 
statistical 
sources
Project and product 
warranty data
Operation and 
Maintenance data
Spare part warranty 
data
Spare part post-warranty 
data (discounts)
Costs unknown 
Units unknown 
Costs followed = + 32% 
Units followed = +5% 
Costs followed = 
+ 0–460% 
Units followed =? 
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7.2 Managerial Implications  
 
This Thesis has evaluated the case company screening activity essential for PIP func-
tion. Inspection of the current screening process indicated a significant loss of the 
quantitative statistical data feedback coverage during a complete lifetime of a product. 
The evaluation of the company screening process is presented in Figure 28 below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 28. Case company screening process evaluation for management. 
 
To be able to improve the existing screening coverage, two proposals were developed 
in this Thesis together with key stakeholders from: 
 Customer Assistance responsible for Issue Identification tool reporting 
 Global Logistics Services responsible for Spare part non-conformities 
 Sales responsible for discounts 
 Quality Management responsible for Issue Resolution (PIP) 
 
PIP requires screening of non-conformities from the field. 
 
Screening is performed by Customer Assistance through Issue Identification tool 
which collects cost and number of items sent to customers due to non-conformity. 
 
The Issue Identification tool was found to include only Product and Project war-
ranty periods to define magnitude of an issue, resulting in less than 10% coverage 
of the typical product lifetime. 
 
Customers with O&M agreements will be part of the screening in the future, but 
only a minority of total customers have this type of agreement. To include remain-
ing customers the LCS period of a product require to be implemented as a source. 
 
LCS period of a product can be divided into maintenance intervals, and in case 
OEM spare parts are used during maintenance any possible claims related to the 
quality of the parts require to be part of the screening process, i.e. Issue Identifi-
cation tool. 
 
To efficiently cover the complete LCS period also discounts provided due to tech-
nical reasons require to be part of screening process, i.e. Issue Identification tool. 
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The first proposal suggests to implement Spare part claims as a source for Issue Identi-
fication tool. This proposal was finalized in co-operation with GLS, CA and QM organi-
zations in the Thesis, and is already being implemented through existing systems and 
hence requiring no further actions. Based on analysis of the data from 2015, this in-
creases screening of costs by 32%, and screening of items by 5%. 
 
The second proposal relates to implementing the Spare part post-warranty data as a 
source. This proposal was refined together with Sales and QM organizations to be able 
to collect only technical issues from discounts provided to the customers. The proposal 
includes changes in SAP sales transaction used when orders are placed in the system, 
requiring actions from Sales department. The most challenging task is to change Sales 
department way of working globally to separate commercial and technical discount rea-
sons at an item level of an order. The required actions are presented in Figure 29 below. 
 
 
Figure 29. Main action points required to utilize discounts in screening process. 
 
The improved screening coverage will benefit Technical Service to build business cases 
for PIP, and thus Technical Service, including author of this Thesis, provides support to 
implement the sources mentioned. 
 
 
7.3 Evaluation of the Thesis  
 
The relevance of this Thesis could be reflected in all the effort that has been made to 
have a process to improve products once a problem is found. For some reason PIP has 
been known by each individual participating in this Thesis, but a few has ever considered 
what it takes to actually build a business case for PIP. Even less have considered their 
valuable input for the benefit of others. During eight years of participating in PIP meet-
ings, this has remained as the most significant single issue in the process overall, but 
most of the efforts to improve the situation have been guided towards qualitative sources, 
while the Issue Identification tool is the first real effort done to improve quantitative 
Dedicated discount 
code for technical 
reasons
• SAP modification 
by Sales 
department.
• June 2016
Instructions for new 
discount code
• Instructions and 
training by Sales 
department.
• July 2016
Data implementation 
to Issue Identification 
tool
• Customer 
Assistance with 
Sales and QM.
• August 2016
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sources by adding O&M data into the data stream. Hence this Thesis has received a 
warm welcome from the individuals participating in the PIP, but to be able to deliver 
practical proposals there were a lot of challenges. 
 
Motivation is not an issue, as this Thesis was done due to personal experience of repet-
itive product non-conformity issues not being shown in the statistics. Instead schedule is 
the limiting factor. The complete study would be nice and maybe more fruitful if action 
research could be used over and over again and add one source at a time and learn by 
doing (research). In this case it would have been impossible to do in a few months, es-
pecially if company size and organizational fragmentation related to the data sources are 
taken into consideration. In case the discount data in SAP would have included enough 
details, this Thesis could have ended in results probably nobody was expecting. 
 
In the beginning of the study it was difficult to reach critical stake holders over organiza-
tional borders, and it took a lot of preparation to start the interviewing process. Even 
when the key individuals were reached it often turned out that people are travelling a lot, 
but luckily Skype interviews helped to overcome some of these issues. Conducting in-
terviews through Skype was additionally one of the benefits of data gathering, as espe-
cially videos helped to confirm some highly critical issues especially related to the dis-
count follow-up proposal. In addition having the Issue Identification tool creator providing 
full support and having an access to the tool itself were beneficial to come to the point 
where the Thesis is at the moment. 
 
One particularly tricky issue was how to explain the proposal building of two practically 
separate issues in a way that it would make sense, and the section was re-written multi-
ple times, probably sometimes with a step back. In many points of the Thesis excluding 
of the discount follow-up was considered, especially when proposal of spare part claims 
follow-up went to implementation which was beyond the original plan. However, this 
would have missed the significance of including LCS period as a whole, and thus it was 
decided to include the discount follow-up proposal in the Thesis, no matter how general 
the proposal would become. Probably, the Thesis would have been much more profes-
sional without it, but in the end this Thesis was aiming to fix a real Achilles heel in product 
improvement. 
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7.3.1 Outcome vs Objective 
 
To reach the outcome, the study first traced the currently utilized statistical data sources 
and studied the limitations of these sources, as well as options to increase the coverage 
and trace possible alternative sources. Once these options had been mapped, the best 
practice of data non-conformity sources were elaborated to come up with a plan to pre-
pare proposals in collaboration with key stakeholders. The proposals later were refined 
to the form of final, validated proposals. Outcome of the Thesis is thus two proposals to 
increase the coverage of statistical data sources. One of the proposals is already in im-
plementation, while another is a proposal for the Sales organization to consider. If these 
are reflected on the objective of the Thesis, the result can be considered to be achieved. 
Both final proposals aim to increase the statistical data coverage related to the non-
conformity in the field, which was the original problem. 
 
7.3.2 Validity and Reliability 
 
Reliability and validity of this study were planned and defined in Section 2.4, and this 
section aims to reflect on that plan. 
 
First the internal validity was ensured by comparing the outcome with the original busi-
ness challenge. The Thesis aimed to look for unutilized statistical sources of nonperfor-
mance data and search for ways to utilize them to benefit both the company and cus-
tomers through enhanced PIP. Some of the questions changed during the process, as 
in the middle of the thesis the Issue Identification tool was released replacing the old one 
that barely even considered the screening activities. This clarified the process descrip-
tion within the case company significantly and changed approach from “where is the 
missing data?” to include more ambitious approach of “how could the data be utilized?” 
Due to this change much of the Thesis was completely re-written to implement the new 
tool, but it became apparent that the interviews and documents utilized supported the 
more ambitious approach well, as organizations behind the possible data did not change. 
Internal validity could maybe be improved, but the Thesis has focused on one goal 
throughout the process with support from the Research Design in Section 2.2. 
 
The triangulation of data throughout the process in this Thesis is probably sufficient, alt-
hough maybe not as visible as it could be, and the outcome including one direct imple-
mentation and one validated proposal indicate that data has been correct. One limitation 
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of the data sources found was the company ERP system SAP as there are limitations of 
what type of information employee of a specific organization can extract while an individ-
ual from another organization may get different data. This was found several times during 
the process, and the problem is that the lack of data might not be that apparent without 
data comparison. These cases were noted during the triangulation of data but not pre-
sented in the Thesis to stay on the topic, and practically it would require another Thesis 
to explain why and what has been filtrated. Other tools focusing on extracting raw SAP 
data do not have the same user limitations which was beneficial for the study. 
 
External validity of this Thesis had lower priority than internal reliability, but as Quinton 
and Smallbone (2006) stated some writers do not consider external validity relevant. The 
approach selected may be scaled up to include more sources if needed, but if context 
changes there might be little to benefit from this Thesis. Centralized data collection may 
be generally recommended to provide a broad view through multiple data sources, but 
for example, post-warranty non-conformity data in many occasions may be irrelevant if 
products differ from the case behind this Study. Additionally finding the best practices of 
utilizing data sources in post-warranty period was found challenging, and practically 
forced the study to rely mostly on warranty data sources. While challenging in the con-
ceptual framework, in practice this had little impact on the Thesis as post-warranty in this 
particular case creates loss of revenue in a form of discounts, which could be correlated 
to the warranty costs. 
 
Finally, the reliability of this study is determined by its repeatability. If the study would be 
performed by another method the end results probably would remain the same eventu-
ally, but if it was done by another person the PIP itself and the data required to build a 
business case probably would require further studies. In this Thesis, these were briefly 
mentioned in the beginning of CSA to find the real issues behind the challenge of building 
a business case. If the study would be done at another time, the result might additionally 
be different, and as it was seen during the process, the release of Issue Identification 
tool made the outcome possible. If the study would have been done half a year earlier, 
the end result would most likely have been completely different and focused more on 
centralized data collection than scanning for candidates for the existing tool. As espe-
cially the beginning of the study relied on the company internal documents, there was an 
emphasis on reliability in other sources, and thus interviews, including one of the work-
shops, were handled over skype and recorded with both audio and video to follow the 
interview with minimum interpretation error options. As the recordings of the interviews 
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and field notes are not shared, there is a screen cap of the Skype recording manager in 
the Appendix. Additionally, the Thesis presented some of the key findings in a form of 
screen caps from the tools utilized, but many more were censored due to confidentiality 
reasons. Related to the interviewees, it is challenging to gather multiple sources with the 
required expertize, and hence the same sources were used several times for different 
specific questions for further details. At the same time, it made it possible to get more 
precise insights from the involved stakeholders and increase reliability through this ded-
icated involvement. 
 
7.4 Closing Words 
 
The problem with product improvement is that it often is taken as granted. If something 
seems to fail more often than expected, for sure it will be improved. However, the effort 
and risks involved in the process require to know at what scale the defect takes place. 
In case statistics are unknown, decision making becomes slower and more inaccurate 
than it needs to be. In the current global markets companies need the figures, or the 
other option is to hope competitors have them neither. This Thesis presented some prac-
tical challenges and ways to handle them, to get the figures in the case company. By 
doing this, the company is able to spot issues previously unseen and evaluate situation 
from helicopter perspective across organizations. Eventually, ignorance is not always a 
bliss in the business world.  
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